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A WOMAN’S PASSION Olivia Breaux left the small Cajun town the day of her high school graduation and never looked back. Until an
unfortunate event sends her home ten years later. Returning to her hometown brings back memories and long held desires for the impossibly
gorgeous – and aloof – Vincent. A HUNTER’S DESIRE Handsome, resilient Vincent Chiasson takes his job as hunter to supernatural beings
in the bayous seriously. When an unknown creature begins killing women the Chiasson family has contact with, Vincent knows this has
something to do with his parents’ deaths years earlier. To make matters worse, the one woman he’s yearned to call his own has returned –
and is targeted by the beast. He’ll have to face his past – and confront his future – to save Olivia…
As Prime of his vampire Family, Mathias Bridger is sworn to protect his own kind at any cost, but years of acting as a fierce guardian of his
people have left him yearning for more out of life. His chance comes in the form of Phillipa Elliot, the beautiful police officer whose allure
hasn't dimmed in the two years since they had a brief, torrid affair. And although she's involved with someone else now, Phillipa can't deny
the feeling that Matt is her destiny. When the Family comes under attack from fanatical vampire hunters, Matt uncovers treachery that
shatters his world. So how can he possibly invite Phillipa into it? Fighting to protect his kin, he tries to push Phillipa away to the safety of her
mortal life - but he aches for her, and his will is no match for their all-consuming passion...
Young Florie Gilder has always known that her biological father is a noble--her only evidence an heirloom gold belt. Living as a commoner,
she earns her keep as apprentice-jewelry-designer in her foster-father's goldsmithing shop. Secretly hoping to find her real father, she offers
to sell the goldsmith's wares in the town of her birth--at the Selkirk Fair. With her heirloom gold belt on display, she hopes it will be recognized
by her real father. Leaving her booth at the Fair to take a moment's respite, Florie returns to find that a Lady Mavis Fraser of the Scottish
court bought the gold belt (Mavis knows that her husband Lord Fraser would instantly recognize the belt as the link to the whereabouts of his
illegitimate daughter whom he seeks to be reunited with, but such a reunion would foil Mavis's claim to her husband's estate). Florie, pursuing
Lady Mavis, gives her back her money, wrests back the belt, and flees into the forest. Claiming Florie stole it from her, Mavis makes the
authorities promise to find and execute Florie. Meanwhile, Rane MacAllister,a local hunter in the forest, mistakes the hiding Florie for a deer,
wounding her with an arrow. He carries her to a local church where she will be guaranteed 40 days of sanctuary. When Lady Mavis hears the
church has Florie, she commands Rane to guard her, but in the process he falls in love with her. Lady Mavis sets fire to the church, hoping to
kill Florie, but Florie escapes. Rane's penalty for letting her escape will be death. At the eleventh hour, Florie returns, and must decide which
she wants more--Rane's life, or her noble lineage...
Journey to the world of sensuous Highlanders in these classic paranormal romances by the "New York Times"-bestselling author of
"Bloodfever," now available at an enticing low price. Reissue.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning picks up where Shadowfever leaves off with Iced, the sixth book in her
blockbuster Fever series. The year is 1 AWC—After the Wall Crash. The Fae are free and hunting us. It’s a war zone out there, and no two
days are alike. I’m Dani O’Malley, the chaos-filled streets of Dublin are my home, and there’s no place I’d rather be. Dani “Mega”
O’Malley plays by her own set of rules—and in a world overrun by Dark Fae, her biggest rule is: Do what it takes to survive. Possessing rare
talents and the all-powerful Sword of Light, Dani is more than equipped for the task. In fact, she’s one of the rare humans who can defend
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themselves against the Unseelie. But now, amid the pandemonium, her greatest gifts have turned into serious liabilities. Dani’s ex–best
friend, MacKayla Lane, wants her dead, the terrifying Unseelie princes have put a price on her head, and Inspector Jayne, the head of the
police force, is after her sword and will stop at nothing to get it. What’s more, people are being mysteriously frozen to death all over the city,
encased on the spot in sub-zero, icy tableaux. When Dublin’s most seductive nightclub gets blanketed in hoarfrost, Dani finds herself at the
mercy of Ryodan, the club’s ruthless, immortal owner. He needs her quick wit and exceptional skill to figure out what’s freezing Fae and
humans dead in their tracks—and Ryodan will do anything to ensure her compliance. Dodging bullets, fangs, and fists, Dani must strike
treacherous bargains and make desperate alliances to save her beloved Dublin—before everything and everyone in it gets iced. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt from Karen Marie Moning's Burned. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER
| BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Iced
“Moning returns to the heady world of her Fever series, and the results are addictive and consistently surprising. . . . The best elements of
Moning’s sensual, shadowy epic are still here, from the sensual and enigmatic Fae to the super-alpha heroes and the breathless pace of
their escalating conflicts. At its heart is a heroine whose development is likely to become the stuff of legends as this unforgettable, haunting
series continues to evolve.”—RT Book Reviews “This is one of my favorite 2012 reads . . . It’s engaging, hilarious, amazing and Dani is going
to be one heck of a woman.”—USA Today “A gripping story that combines excellent storytelling with believable characters that are rendered
both superhuman and superbly human, with emotional fragility and psychological vulnerability in an unstable world fraught with danger . . .
Fast-paced, with nonstop action set in a fascinating urban fantasy world of Dublin under siege, this is a smart, bold and textured
success.”?Kirkus Reviews “Moning is a master storyteller. I don’t know how she does it, but she begs me to get on my knees and pay
worship to the woman who has brought me the best, most labyrinthine stories and characters I’ve ever had the privilege to get to know. She
weaves brilliantly, unapologetically, and without exception, and she has threaded the needle into me and I’ve been pulled, over and over,
into her tapestry, and I don’t think I’m ever getting out. Iced is no exception.”—The Bawdy Book Blog (five-starred review)
If you ever wanted to set up the latest and greatest grandfather paradox—or just wanted to know if the time-bending events in the latest pulp
you read could ever happen—then this book is for you.
When she saves an enemy warrior from death, Alana, the bastard daughter forgotten to the mighty Comyn family, must keep her identity a
secret even as she is swept up into a forbidden affair that forces her to choose between love and loyalty. Original.
RITA Finalist for Historical Romance Scotland’s King Robert the Bruce is retaking his kingdom from the invading English. To win, he’ll need
all the grit and courage of his elite band of warriors, the Highland Guard, men who fight without fear and love without limits. Fiery, aggressive,
and bold, Kenneth Sutherland is a true champion—skilled with any weapon and driven to win. Now Kenneth is ready for his greatest
challenge: joining Robert the Bruce’s secret army to fight among the elite. Kenneth’s best chance to attain that honor is by winning the
Highland Games. Focused and prepared for victory, he is caught off guard by a lovely wisp of a woman—and a stolen moment of wicked
seduction. Her innocent arousal and her shameless hunger fire his blood. He will win his place in the guard—and in Mary of Mar’s bed. The
ruggedly handsome hero-in-the-making stirs a heart that should know better. Mary vows that her surrender will be sport only—no promises, no
heartbreak, just one night of incredible passion. Nothing, she swears, will persuade her to give up her hard-wrought independence and put
her fate in the hands of another powerful man. But with every gentle touch and heart-pounding kiss, Kenneth makes her want more. Now
Mary wants his heart. But is this determined champion willing to surrender everything for love?
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When a brutal lord invades and takes possession of her castle, orphan Imogen of Carrisford turns to FitzRoger of Cleeves, a ruthless
champion in battle, for help, and as they stand side by side to destroy the enemy, Imogen finds herself falling in love with her powerful ally.
Reprint.
Lady Angelique Drummagan, a half-Scottish, half-French countess, has suffered much pain and betrayal in her past. She wants nothing to do
with the sensual Scottish warrior that the king has ordered her to marry because the rogue could never be a faithful husband, but she has
little choice in the matter. Dangerous, greedy enemies threaten her from all sides and she's in dire need of his protection.Sir Lachlan
MacGrath, known as Seducer of the Highlands, possesses a charming wickedness and canny wit which has earned him much popularity.
After the king decrees that he wed the fiery hellion, Lachlan discovers there is one woman who can resist him—Angelique. Can he break
through her icy façade and melt her heart, or will the dark secrets lurking in her past not only cost them their future together, but their very
lives?
Sam Wintry was engaged to her childhood sweetheart, Tyler Marks, planning an amazing cross-country honeymoon during her college break.
But a hit-and-run takes Tyler's life and leaves hers in ruin. When she begins seeing Tyler's fractured, ghostly presence, her family believes
she's losing her mind, but she's convinced that she must complete their journey, stopping along the way to scatter Tyler's ashes. Only then
will he be able to cross over. Is she ready for him to leave her? And what about the attraction she's beginning to feel for Tyler's brother,
Holden, who's insisted on travelling with her?
Bound by the gods. Champions against evil. The Dark Warriors have taken their battle from ancient Scotland to the modern world—where a
woman's love is the greatest danger of all... DEEPER THAN DESIRE Dr. Veronica Reid is a world-renowned archeologist whose Druid
abilities help her to unearth ancient magical items. The arrival of the all-too-attractive and charismatic Arran MacCarrick puts her on the
defensive when he begins to question how she really finds her artifacts...until an unknown foe attacks and Ronnie discovers that Arran has a
secret as great as her own. Together, they unleash an all-consuming passion that won't be denied... STRONGER THAN FATE Immortal
Warrior Arran is on a mission to find the spell to bind the god within him. But one look at the impossibly beautiful Ronnie and he knows there
is more to her than meets the eye. With danger lurking around every corner and an undeniable hunger that grows with every kiss, Arran must
reveal who he is to keep Ronnie from his nemesis. Now he is left with no choice but to fight—or fall—for the woman he loves...
To end a long running feud, a proud Scottish lass convinced the clan's women to refuse their men everything.
Forbidden HighlanderA Dark Sword NovelSt. Martin's Paperbacks
The ruthless enforcer of Scotland’s most powerful clan, Jamie Campbell will use any means necessary to vanquish lawlessness and unrest
among the feuding Highland clans. Seduction is a game as easily played as subterfuge, but when Jamie poses a as suitor to a rival clan’s
daughter in order to expose treason, the line between duty and pleasure is suddenly blurred. Ebony-haired, ruby-lipped Caitrina Lamont
defies him, denies him, and arouses him like no other woman. Caitrina has no intention of forsaking her beloved father and doting brothers for
a husband–especially a hated Campbell. But Jamie’s raw, sensual strength and searing kiss melt her resistance. When her idyllic world is
shattered, Caitrina’s only hope to save her clan lies in the arms of Jamie Campbell, the enemy she holds accountable for its ruin. Can their
tenuous truce, born in the velvet darkness of passionate nights, forge a love as strong as the sword that rules the Highlands?
Is he an enemy? Dillon Young is proud that she inherited her aunt’s ranch. The problem: someone is trying to run her off and is willing to do
whatever it takes. Strange, dangerous things keep happening. Dillion suspects her no-good neighbor and fellow wealthy rancher Hank
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Stephens. Never a man to get his hands dirty, he sends others to get the job done. So, when the irresistible Cal Bennett is found passed out
drunk on her property, Dillion is on high alert. Until someone takes a shot at her and Cal springs to her rescue. When the hard-bodied, nononsense-talking cowboy points out that she may need some help, Dillion is inclined to reluctantly agree. Or a lover? Waking up on a
stranger’s property with a shotgun in his face is not Cal Bennett’s idea of a good time. Never mind that the person on the other end of the
barrel is one of the most fiercely beautiful women he has ever seen. Things get more interesting when he finds himself shielding her from
flying bullets. It’s clear that this smart, savvy woman could use a hand and Cal is all too happy to lend any part of his body she requires. His
proposal: pose as lovers until they find out who is after her ranch. As the danger rises and secrets are revealed, the passion explodes
between them and there is no turning back.

For centuries, Malcolm has struggled against the forces of darkness—and bears the scars to prove it. Hardened by a
lifetime of fighting, he is more warrior than man, incapable of feeling love or compassion. But one stormy night, he pulls a
beautiful woman from a car wreck—and experiences a rush of fiery emotion that could melt even the hardest of hearts.
Since childhood, Evangeline Walker has felt the magic growing inside her. Descended from Druids, she is the perfect
vessel for ancient magic—and evil. Evie knows she should trust no one, not even Malcolm, whose strong touch and tender
kiss she craves. But after she makes a devil's bargain to save her half-brother, this fearsome warrior may be the only
man who can protect her—with his heart, his body, and his soul... Midnight's Promise is a Dark Warriors novel from Donna
Grant.
Book #1 of The Devil's Duke Lady Constance Read is independent, beautiful, and in need of a husband—now. The last
man on earth she wants is the rogue who broke her heart six years ago, never mind that his kisses are scorching hot . . .
Evan Saint-André Sterling is rich, scarred, and finished with women—forever. He's not about to lose his head over the
bewitching beauty who once turned his life upside down. But Constance needs a warrior, and Saint is the perfect man for
the job. Only as a married woman can she penetrate Scotland's most notorious secret society and bring a diabolical duke
to justice. When Constance and Saint become allies—and passionate lovers—he'll risk everything to protect the only
woman he has ever loved.
Alex MacLeod’s virile physique, fearsome reputation, and renowned fighting skills have helped him master to perfection
the role of a hardened mercenary. On a secret mission to protect his clan, he must keep his true purpose well hidden. But
his dangerous endeavor is threatened by a beautiful woman he saves from outlaws, never dreaming she will appear at
court and put his plans in jeopardy. Meg Mackinnon needs a strong husband by her side to defend her clan’s holdings,
but her search has been hampered by burning fantasies of the midnight rescuer whose smoldering blue eyes and raw
sensuality left her breathless. Alex pretends to be a mercenary with no loyalties, yet he is clearly much more. As Meg
challenges Alex to reveal all his secrets, the stakes grow perilously high, especially for the bold woman who dares to
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unmask a highlander.
John Daker dreams of other worlds, and a name: Erekosë. He finds the strength to answer the call, travelling to a strange
land ruled by the aging King Rigenos of Necranal. Humanity is united in a desperate fight against the inhuman Eldren,
and he must fight with them. But the actions of his brethren turns his loyalties, and as Erekosë he will take a terrible
revenge.
For countless centuries, I've been the assassin for the infamous Merlin, even though the woman who birthed me sits at
the right hand of our enemy, Morgen le Fey. Now both my mother and Morgen have decided that it's time I take my place
on their side of this conflict. Normally, telling them no wouldn't be a problem, except for the fact that the good guys I
protect think that I'm an even worse demon than the ones we fight. Hmm, maybe they're right. I have to say that I do
enjoy maiming anyone who gets in my way. At least until my mother gives me a simple choice: join Morgen's Circle of the
Damned or see an innocent woman die. I'm all for saving the innocent, but Merewyn isn't as innocent as she seems. And
she's none too fond of the fact that her fate is in my dubious hands. Personally I'm all for taking the easy way out, but
leaving her to Morgen is rough, even for me. Now the only way to save both our lives is to face the evilest forces ever
known—my mother and Morgen. And two people who know nothing of trust must learn to rely on each other or die:
provided we don't kill each other first.
Johanna Templeton is on a life-and-death quest. Swept into an intrigue that rivals the tales she pens, she joins forces
with a Highland rogue to find the treasure that will save her kidnapped niece—a prize the Scot seeks for reasons that have
nothing to do with ransom. Engaging the Highlander in a sizzling battle of the sexes, Johanna shields her heart. Connor
MacMasters, spy for Queen Victoria, is a man on a mission—keep a legendary gemstone from an evil man. Trailing an
American novelist who holds the key to the treasure should’ve been simple, but Johanna awakens feelings he’d long
thought dead. Torn between duty and desire, he wants her in his bed, but loving her would be a fool’s game. Blasted
shame his heart doesn’t agree. Each book in the Highland Hearts series is STANDALONE: * The Highlander Who Loved
Me * Lady Evelyn's Highland Protector * Tempting the Highland Spy
Dangerous Highlander is the first novel of Dark Sword--a breathtaking historical and paranormal romance series from
Donna Grant. The bold and passionate Lucan MacLeod--one of three brothers cursed by dark magic for eternity--is
driven by desire for the one woman he dare not let himself possess... He is magnificently strong--and dangerously
seductive. One of the fiercest of his clan, Lucan MacLeod is a legend among warriors, inspiring fear in man and woman
alike. For three hundred years, he has locked himself away from the world, hiding the vengeful god imprisoned in his
soul. But then, a young lass caught in a raging storm awakens his deepest impulses...and darkest desires. Cara doesn't
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believe the rumors about the MacLeod castle--until the majestic Highland warrior appears like a fiery vision in the storm,
pulling her into his powerful arms, and into his world of magic and Druids. An epic war between good and evil is brewing.
And Lucan must battle his all-consuming attraction for Cara--or surrender to the flames of a reckless, impossible love that
threatens to destroy them both...
Praised by Julia London as “breathless” and “enthralling,” Monica McCarty’s novels featuring the MacLeods of Skye
have won the hearts and minds of romance readers with riveting historical adventure, delightfully independent heroines,
and the steamiest Scottish warriors this side of the Highlands. Now McCarty’s unforgettable trilogy is available in a single
eBook bundle: HIGHLANDER UNTAMED Rory MacLeod is a powerful Highland Chief with only one allegiance—to his
clan. He vows revenge against the rival MacDonald clan, though duty demands a handfast marriage to Isabel
MacDonald—a bride he has no intention of keeping. Blessed with incomparable beauty, Isabel is prepared to use every
means possible—including seduction—to uncover her husband’s most guarded secrets. Instead Rory awakens Isabel’s
deepest desires and her sweetest fantasies. Now Isabel has found the happiness she’s always dreamed of . . . with the
very man she must betray. HIGHLANDER UNMASKED A hardened mercenary on a secret mission to protect his clan,
Alex MacLeod must keep his true purpose hidden. But his dangerous endeavor is threatened by a beautiful woman he
saves from outlaws, never dreaming she will appear at court and put his plans in jeopardy. As Meg Mackinnon
challenges Alex—the midnight rescuer whose smoldering blue eyes and raw sensuality left her breathless—to reveal his
secrets, the stakes grow perilously high, especially for the bold woman who dares to unmask a highlander.
HIGHLANDER UNCHAINED A born leader possessing brute strength, Lachlan Maclean will do whatever it takes to
protect his clan—even if it means abducting the most willful woman in the Highlands. But Lachlan is unprepared for the
beautiful spitfire who digs beneath his chiseled exterior. Flora MacLeod is determined to avoid her mother’s fate of being
bartered away as a marriage prize. Vowing to make her captor pay, she boldly engages him in a battle of wills,
sweetening the challenge with dangerous passion–even as the deadly ghosts of a past tragedy reach out to thwart a love
that has yet to be spoken.
SHE IS SIN PERSONIFIED… Cursed by past tragedies, notorious Highlander Laird Athdar MacCallum has devoted himself to leading his
people—and has vowed never to marry again. Until he is utterly disarmed by the innocent beauty in the eyes of Isobel Ruriksdottir… Isobel is
drawn to the vulnerability she senses behind the fearsome facade of the clan chief. But with his formidable reputation, he is strictly forbidden.
Being together can only lead them into danger, yet the temptation to risk all for their perilous passion is impossible to ignore.
Continue the thrilling adventure with the second installment of Fire Rising by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant! In Fire Rising:
Part 2, it doesn't take long for Sammi's enemies to catch up to her. Running for her life in the mountains, she is rescued from a deadly fall by
a powerful, alluring dragon. A dragon who, somehow, looks familiar. When she discovers her rescuer is none other than Tristan, Sammi
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cannot control her desire... Tristan knows he shouldn't have revealed himself to Sammi, but saving her was more important than anything
else. That is, until the mountain reserved for the mates of the Dragon Kings becomes his destination of choice.. Sammi being there feels
right, and when his smoldering need for her catches flame, passion consumes them both.
Robert the Bruce consolidates lands and loyalty in a bold war for Scotland’s independence, as his elite team of warriors, the Highland Guard,
fight for king, country . . . and love. Magnus MacKay is the ultimate Highlander: tough, proud, able to master any terrain and to best his
enemies. Called “the Saint” for his refusal to discuss women, as well as for his cool and steady leadership, Magnus hides a painful truth. It
isn’t virtue or piety that keeps him silent, but a wound of love and loss that cuts so deep he cannot bear to speak of it. But when the woman
who refused him is betrothed to his friend and fellow Guardsman, Magnus is tested by love’s battle cry. A wild and innocent beauty, Helen
chose family duty over her desire for Magnus. Now the anger in his eyes mirrors the tormented regret in her heart. But as deadly subterfuge
stalks the King and his Guard, Helen vows to right her youthful mistakes with a woman’s determined spirit. Still, Magnus harbors secrets and
an iron will not to weaken to temptation—or heartache—again. But as danger looms, it’s the kiss not of a saint, but of a sinner, that can save
them.
Spells and prophecies sew havoc in the fight for humankind in the 4th novel of the #1 New York Times bestselling author’s epic fantasy
series. Having taken his rightful place as Lord Rahl, ruler of D’Hara, Richard must once again postpone his wedding to Kahlan Amnell in
order to face the fearsome Imperial Order in a fight for the New World and the freedom of humankind. But while Richard has the brave people
of D’Hara at his command, Emperor Jagang of the Imperial Order has a significant advantage: he doesn’t fight fair. Jagang invokes a
prophecy that binds Richard and Kahlan to a fate of pain, betrayal, and a path to the Underworld. At Jagang’s behest, a Sister of the Dark
gains access into the fabled Temple of the Winds and unleashes a plague that sweeps across the lands like a firestorm. To stop the plague,
Richard and Kahlan must risk everything they have—and everything they’ve hoped for.
FIRST IN THE EXCLUSIVE E-BOOK TRILOGY by the author of the Dark Sword and Dark Warrior novels DONNA GRANT DARK CRAVING
A Dark King Story Fueled by ancient magic—and enflamed by human desire—the Dragon King known as Hal can transform himself at will into
one of the legendary winged creatures he is sworn to protect. But one thing he can never do is fall in love...with a mortal woman. Searching
for her brother in Scotland—and succumbing to the freezing cold—Cassie Hunter awakens to find herself in the arms of a magnificent Highland
warrior. Across his chest is the tattoo of a fiery dragon. And in his heart is a burning passion that, once unleashed, will consume them
both...body and soul. This is a story of destiny and desire, magic and mystery, warriors and lovers. These are the forbidden cravings of the
Dark Kings. Don't miss the Dark Sword and Dark Warrior novels by Donna Grant—also set in this scintillating world of Highland magic and
legendary lovers.
Midnight's Surrender is an exclusive e-novella by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant A new tale of The Dark Warriors—powerful
Highlanders who are bound by the gods and have taken their battle from ancient Scotland to the modern world, where a woman's love is the
most dangerous lure of all... Dale has been on the run—from himself and from the demons who haunt him. But when he comes across a
stunningly beautiful woman he cannot resist, he knows that he must do whatever it takes to possess her. She is a Druid with secrets of her
own, but he is drawn to her like no other. Even when danger closes in around them, Dale knows that the true threat is to his very soul, which
he will sacrifice in order to save her... Don't miss the next novel in the Dark Warriors series! Midnight's Promise is now available from St.
Martin's Paperbacks. Praise for Donna Grant and her Dark Warrior novels: "Grant delivers plenty of dark doings and dangerous magic, all
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while providing memorable characters."—RT Book Reviews "These are some of the hottest brothers around in paranormal fiction."—Nocturne
Romance Reads "A handsome stranger, laughter, mind-blowing sex...a steamy read."—Heroes and Heartbreakers on Midnight's Master
The Dark Sword Series, The Complete Collection contains Dangerous Highlander, Forbidden Highlander, Wicked Highlander, Untamed
Highlander, Shadow Highlander, and Darkest Highlander. In the acclaimed Dark Sword series, the darkest, fiercest warriors of Scottish
legend finally meet their match—in the brave, fiery hearts of the women they cherish...
Powerful. Sensual. Seductive. These are words that describe the Highlander heroes of Moning's most popular historical romances. Now two
classic Highlander romances are available in these specially priced editions. Reissue.
THIRD IN THE EXCLUSIVE E-BOOK TRILOGY by the author of the Dark Sword and Dark Warrior novels DONNA GRANT DAWN'S
DESIRE A Dark King Story For centuries, the immortals known as the Dragon Kings have hidden their shapeshifting powers from the world.
But when a mortal enemy threatens to expose them, the warrior Banan must leave his secret lair in the Highlands, risk his life for the dragons
within—and resist the temptations of human love... Jane Holden has never considered herself beautiful. But when the impossibly handsome
Banan casts his gaze upon her, smoldering with sensuality, she feels like the sexiest woman on earth. Banan, however, is a man on a
mission. He refuses to succumb to this modern woman's charms—or his own desires. Two of his warrior brethren have already surrendered to
forbidden love. But as the danger closes in, Banan realizes that he needs to possess Jane—mind, body, and soul. For she is more than his
match. She is his destiny... This is a story of destiny and desire, magic and mystery, warriors and lovers. These are the forbidden cravings of
the Dark Kings. DARK CRAVING (Dark King #1) NIGHT'S AWAKENING (Dark King #2) DAWN'S DESIRE (Dark King #3) Don't miss the
connected series The Dark Warriors: MIDNIGHT'S MASTER (#1) MIDNIGHT'S LOVER (#2) MIDNIGHT'S SEDUCTION (#3) MIDNIGHT'S
WARRIOR (#4)
The armies of the Outlanders crushed the highlanders at the battle of Colden Moor–killing their finest warriors and breaking their freeborn
spirit. The highlanders are now a conquered people, ruled by the brutal Baron Gottasson. Prophecies speak of the coming of a new leader, a
descendent of Ironhand, mightiest of the highland kings. A leader who will throw off the Outlander yoke. But only one highlander carries the
blood of Ironhand: Sigarni, a wild and willful teenage girl who cares for nothing save her own concerns. Until a fateful encounter thrusts her
onto a path of rebellion. Now, hunted by the baron’s soldiers and stalked by an evil sorcerer, Sigarni will be forced to fulfill her destiny . . . or
perish.
A laird’s daughter kidnaps a Highlander—and loses her heart… in New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands’ new historical romance
Lady Evina Maclean has heard much about Rory Buchanan’s skill as a healer. What she hasn’t heard is how good the brawny Highlander
looks bathing in a waterfall. But Evina can’t afford the distraction, for her ailing father urgently needs care. Only when she’s rendered
Buchanan unconscious and dragged him back to her family’s castle does the truth emerge—it’s not Rory she’s kidnapped but his brother
Conran. Other ladies try to ensnare Conran with flattery. Evina hits him over the head with the hilt of her sword to save her kin—and Conran
likes the spirited redhead all the more for it. He’s learned enough from his brother to heal Evina’s father, but there are other dangers swirling
around the Maclean clan. And while the beautiful, independent lady has sworn not to marry, this wrong Highlander may be just the right man
for her.
Desperate to save her diminished clan, Alainna MacLaren, heiress to a vast Highland property, seeks a warrior to protect her people—but he
must agree to marry her and take her clan's surname. When the king sends a foreign knight to wed Alainna and gain control of her lands,
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Sebastien le Bret vows to lend his sword but not his heart—nor will he sacrifice his name and honor. Yet he is powerfully attracted to
Alainna—a stone carver of mystical talent—whose pride and passion more than match his own. But a local legend predicts disaster as time
grows short—unless the warrior and the maiden can conquer stubborn pride and give in to the power of love. REVIEWS: "King strongly draws
readers into the plot and her characters' lives." ~Publishers Weekly "Exhilarating... Demonstrates why fans and critics cherish her novels."
~Affaire de Coeur "Filled with excitement." ~Midwest Book Reviews "Every part blends seamlessly... I could feel the mist and smell the
heather." ~LaurieLikesBooks.com THE CELTIC NIGHTS, in series order The Stone Maiden The Swan Maiden The Sword Maiden Laird of
the Wind THE BORDER ROGUES, in series order The Raven's Wish The Raven's Moon The Heather Moon OTHER TITLES by Susan King
The Black Thorne's Rose
The most wonderful time of the year has arrived for this cowboy in New York Times bestseller Donna Grant's next novel, Home for a Cowboy
Christmas. Tis the season—for everyone except Emmy Garrett. She’s on the run after witnessing a crime. But when it becomes clear that
trouble will continue following her, the US Marshal in charge takes her somewhere no one will think to look–Montana. Not only is Emmy in a
new place for her protection, but now, she’s stuck with a handsome cowboy as her bodyguard...and she wants to do more than kiss him
under the mistletoe. Dwight Reynolds left behind his old career, but it’s still in his blood. When an old friend calls in a favor, Dwight opens his
home to a woman on the run. He tries to keep his distance, but there’s something about Emmy he can’t resist. She stokes his passion and
turns his cold nights into warm ones. When danger shows up looking for Emmy, Dwight risks everything to keep her safe. “A captivating
romance novel with a sexy cowboy making this perfect for anyone who loves a steamy romantic read.” - Fresh Fiction on My Favorite
Cowboy
The thrilling conclusion to the stunningly sexy e-series Darkest Flame by New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant! In Darkest Flame:
Part 4, Denae and Kellan must fight for their lives. Denae is stunned by Kellan's lethal strength and is powerfully attracted to his magnificent
form as they battle the Dark Fae. As the stakes get higher, she knows she cannot live without the dragon she loves... Watching Denae fight,
Kellan cannot believe he has such a strong, sexy woman by his side. But when a blast of magic almost kills her, Kellan realizes that losing
her would be like losing a part of himself, and that the only way to keep her safe for eternity is for her to be his mate... "Time travel, ancient
legends, and seductive romance are seamlessly interwoven into one captivating package."—Publishers Weekly on the Dark Warrior series
"Once again, Donna Grant has given the readers a great story." —Night Owl Reviews Top Pick on MIDNIGHT'S PROMISE
Rory MacLeod is a bold and powerful Highland Chief with only one allegiance–to his clan. He vows revenge against the rival MacDonald clan,
though duty demands a handfast marriage to Isabel MacDonald–a bride he does not want and has no intention of keeping. But Rory couldn’t
have anticipated the captivating woman who challenges his steely control, and unleashes the untamed passion simmering beneath his fierce
exterior. Blessed with incomparable beauty, Isabel MacDonald is prepared to use every means possible–including seduction–to uncover her
husband’s most guarded secrets. Instead Rory awakens Isabel’s deepest desires and her sweetest fantasies. Now Isabel has found the
happiness she’s always dreamed of with the very man she must betray, and discovers that passion can be far more dangerous than
revenge.
Fallon McLeod has gifts any warrior would covet—fierce strength, unmatched skill, even immortality. But those gifts have come at a price that
puts everyone he loves at risk. Only when his brother, Quinn, is taken captive does Fallon leave the seclusion of his Highland home to seek
the king's aid. And though every woman at court would gladly be his for the asking, one alone causes desire to roar to life within him:
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beautiful, mysterious Larena Monroe. Rumors swirl around the castle about "The McLeod" but Larena knows the truth. Like Fallon, Larena is
searching for a way to vanquish the evil Druid who wants to wreak havoc on earth. Drawn to Fallon in spite of her fear, she surrenders to a
passion that shocks them both with its raw intensity. But Larena dares not hope for more—not when she holds a secret that could turn her fiery
Highland love against her forever... "Totally Captivating" (RT Book Reviews), Forbidden Highlander is a stunning historical and paranormal
romance, book two in Donna Grant's bestselling Dark Sword series.
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